Theological Ethnicity
by William

J. McCutcheon

I think it best at the beginning to state as clearly as possible my
two theses:
1. Theological ethnicity best defines theology in America. Such
ethnicity stems from the denominational structures of religion which
in turn arise out of a social delineation of America as "unmeltable
ethnics."
2. American l\1ethodist theology is representative of such a development and, as such, can best be understood as distinct from Presbyterian or Lutheran or any other theology. A fitting example of such
a comparison can be seen in the writings of Methodist systematic
theologians Albert C. Knudson, Edwin Lewis, and Harris Franklin
RaIl during the InterWar Period, 1919-1939, "The Golden Age of
American Methodist Theology."
To a British-born Jew named Israel Zangwill, it seemed a concept
worth writing a play about. 1 He did-and bequeathed to his adopted
country, America, an enduring phrase and perhaps myth. In the
1908 play, a Jewish violinist is invited to entertain the immigrants
at a settlement house and refers to America as "the crucible." "The
crucible?" asks the woman who invited him. "I don't understand."
"Not understand!" shouts the violinist. "Yau, the spirit of the settlement! Not understand that America is God's crucible, the great
melting pot where all the races of Europe are melting and reforming!" 2

Jules Loh further queries, "How then could so many Americans,
knowing it is (1) impossible, (2) disloyal, (3) against the rules,
and (4) unholy, arrive at the decade of the 1970's unmelted and
be proud -of it?" 3 The resounding answers to that rhetorical question come from many sides, but all seem to suggest that the notion
of an amalgamation of distinct peoples into one generalized creature of habitat called "American" has been born out of a romanticized classification of social groupings. Historians had viewed
the intellectual, social and political leaders of the society and then
extrapolated their values into the generalized whole while making
a nod toward the relative differences that existed among the minority-status people of the society. But, new historians and social
Israel Zangvvill, The Melting Pot: Drama in Four Acts. New York: Macmillan,
1939.
2 Jules Loh, "Maybe America Isn't Ethnic 'Melting Pot' After All," fIle Mil'r.vaukee
Journal, August 26, 1973, Part 5, p. 3.
~~ Idem.
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scientists have recently challenged such interpretations of the melting pot. In the 1970's to be ethnic is to be American. 4
SOlne care must be given to the operational definition of ethnicity,
especially as it may be confused with particularity, sectarian,
parochial and diverse. I mean to use it in the sense of cultural and
social identification of a people, but not exclusively in political and
geographical terms, such as the Irish-Americans, the Polish-P.lmericans, etc. Ethnicity for me denotes a Ineasurable social, religious,
and theological identity not necessarily restricted to previous linguistic or geographical pasts. It demonstrates particulaxity in its
unwillingness to be absorbed into the larger non-descript \Nhole and
by so doing suggests diversity within that whole. It recognizes other
such similar groups and furthermore reaches out to them for possible ill_easures and means that might be incorporated into its OvVll
group for the betterment of itself and, as it understands itself as
part of a larger whole, for the edification of that whole. Sectarian
is an exclusionist term which denies the truthful claims of all but
its own and parochialism denotes self-centered and inner-focused
repetition for sustenance. Sectarian and parochial are neither considered nor desired within the framework of this paper.
Examples of religious ethnicity, then, as against sectarian and
parochial, would be the denomination versus the sect and cult,
as distinguished by Winthrop Hudson. 5 Theological ethnicity can be
defined as reflective thought about God that arises out of a denomination as it acts, gathers and celebrates within its society and
insofar as that social group enjoys particularity, so will its theological statements reflect that particularity.
Ethnicity, so defined, has become a household word of late in religious studies. Martin Marty in his profo.undly important book,
Righteous Ernpire, has argued persuasively that the bulwark of religion in these United States, namely Protestantism, is to be viewed
as a particular manifestation of ethnicity in American life. lIe
makes the point quite explicitly in his Foreword that in the follovling pages he in no way intends to equate Protestant witll mainline
white Anglo-Saxon denominations, but on the contrary, non\vhites and non-Anglo-Saxons have rightful places as well within
the fold. 6 At the same time he confesses that propriety as an historian demands that he focus on the former in the first half of his
book for they just happened to be the overpowering force of AmeriCf. Michael Novak, The Rise of the Unmeltable Etl1nics. New York: Macmillan,
1972. Also his continuing columns in Commonweal.
G Winthrop
Hudson, American Protestantism. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1961, pp. 33 if.
II :Martin Marty, Righteous Empire. Dial Press,
1970.
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Prolestantisn1. \~Thnt is significant in his book is C1:8picr 2:
"T'he Builders of En1pire~ The vVhite Anglo-S8xon." J\1ost of the
source 111ateri81s frol11 this ti:i11e, 177G-lS77, tnke for granted the
\vhiteness of the Protestants (8 chapter heading in the 1860's standard geography book reads: "The V1hite Race, the Norn1al or Typical Rac~") and their British orientation. .AJI historians 8ccept
J\farty's clain1 that he h8.el to focus \\There he did :J.nc1 at such length
for that's the \\T8.Y it ,vas. \Vhat fascinates theln is th2t those staten12nts often reflect current understandings of Protcstantisln! In
other \vords, A111erican church historians held fallen prey to defining
211 An1erican ProtestantiS111 8ccording to the religious situation of
the country until about 1877, f8iling to recognize the divel'sity of
tbe righteous cn1pire. Furthern10re, such generalizing has led to a
n1istaken notion of the po\ver of that A111erican ProtestantiS111. A,s
Professor C. Carlyle Iiaaland hZls stated in his revie\v of 1\larty's
book,
All1Crican Protest2ntisnl is essentially in the British Protestant tradition. This tradition bec3111e increasingly a 111iriority "\\'ithin the p~1ss2ge
of tinie, pcll,ticularly after nineteenth ctnd hventicth century in1rnigration. Looked at in this light, ProtcstantiS111'S don1inance as C1 be2rer of
social values, a '.vay of life, has gener2Jly exceeded its statisticCll size.
And \v1th tJ1e sllrinkage of the latter, the po\ver of the fonner has
been sharply affected. In short, Protcst8ntisl1i is no longer large.
supren1e clnd secure, but sn1a11, part of the general religiolls cro~\vd.
Clnd S0111c\vhat in doubt l'egC1rding its role in current . .L\n1eric::111 society.-;

Taking the Eberty to p~raphrase l'.Ial'ly, thC1t \vhich once purported
to establish a righteous e111pire has no',v to settle for a self-righteous
enclave. Or, yet another \V8Y, even in religious studies ~ind historical theology, one n1ust o\vn pp to the fact of ethnicity.
A seconu book of extren1e ill1portance to\varcl c0111prehending
An1erica's religious past is SY'dney Ahlstron1's A RcliQlOUS History
of the Anlcrican People. s Cel'tainly one of the re8.SOl1S this n12Ssiye
1.01118 has received such \vide acclain1 is Ahlstron1's scrupulous
recognition of deno111in("d i0112l 2nd reli~ious e1 hnici t~,.. l\Iissing
throv[!"110ut its pages is th~ gr::ulcliose s\\'ecp of earlier church historians such as Leonard Bacon. \~Tjlli2111 \V ~lrren S"\'.:cet. GCl'81d
Brauer, and "\Vinthrop I-Iudson, to n1ention but a fe\v grc~lt church
histori811s. fJ ll-bls1ron1 specific~l11y stands aside fron1 Philip Scl1;:tit
.. C. Carlylo Haaland in Journal of the American Academy of RcIigion, December,
1972, XL, IJ, p. 5·1G.
~. Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A ReIiSiio115 History of the Amcr:C'c[n PCC.:'1]C. Y o l e", Uni\' (' r sit Y P res ~; , 19"/2 .
!' Leoncrrd Bacon, A
History of ii.mcrican Christianity. Scribner, 18C17, lC1~(l; V,~i1LC1!~1
Vlc;rren S~:lecl, The Story of ncliCJion in America. Harper, 1950: je:n1d l~lCllC\r.
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in adopting a stance vvithin which ethnicity may shine forth.
Throughout the book he reiterates the thenle of religious ethnicity:
" . . . religious history as a field of study lTIUst be placed squarely
\vithin the larger frame of world history" iluplies the necessity of
eX81nining each participating and contributing religious ethnic
group and its ethnic perspectives;10 " . . . the concept of religion
nlust be extended to include 'secular' moven1.ents and convictions,
S0111e of which opposed or sought to supplant the churches," recognizes ethnic goals as valid in their own right insofar as they make
a.ppeal to a larger whole; 11 " • • • constant attention must be given
to the radical diversity of American religions Inovenlents," declares
the validity of the ethnicity of each and evel"y dispara.te melnber
of the mainstream. 12 And lastly, when he writes, " . . . the social
context-including its demographic, ecol101nic, political cHl.d psychological dimensions-must be borne in Inind," he acknowledges
the inextricable tie of religious to social ethnicity.13 IVIarty and
Ahlstrolu each helpfully suggest that ethnicity is the proper and
re\varding historiographic tool whose use allo"\vs for the most accurate portrayal of religion in Anlerica.
But recognition of ethnicity ought not cause too much stirring
alTIOng A_merican church historians. The realization of ethnic diversity as marking the religious enterprise in these United States
has a long history in itself. In 1835, de Tocqueville could n1.arvel
at the unifornlity of political "Christian morality . . . everywhere
the sallie" while simultaneously affil~ming that, "The sects that exist
in the United States are innumerable. They all differ in respect
to the worship vvhich is due to the Creator; but they all agree in
respect to the duties due from man to 111an." 14
Son1e t\venty years later, the first of Aluerican church historians,
Philip Schaff, stood before the Gern1an Church Diet at Frankfurtam-Main to deliver his defense of the religious diversity of .P.!..merica
to a sceptical and disbelieving Gern1an audience. lie vIas in agree111ent \\lith de Tocqueville as to the general conlpatibility of the
religious groups of the country to the political order and added that
the ne"\v ethnicity, even though pronounced in Alnerica, Vlas by no
Ineans peculiar to its shores. Neither is he enjoined to allo\v such
diversity to exist forever, although he scornfully repudiated the
ROl11an Catholic. prophecy that such division \vas but a prelude to
Protestantism in America. Vlestminster, 1965; Winthrop Hudson, Religion in America,
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1965.
10 All
'f
LS t rom, Ope Cl.,
p. '
XIV.
1J Idem.
.' I d-cm.
J:: Idem.
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Alexis de Tocqucville, Democracy in America. Knopf, rev. ed., 1945, I, p. 303.
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disintegration and subsequent return of the erring children to the
Mother Church!
Schaff interestingly conjectured if the judgment upon the American system in effect was not a question about the very nature of
Protestantism itself. In his anti-Catholic Protestant bias he surmised that Protestantism almost necessarily demands ethnicity
because of its peculiar insistence upon the form of free subjectivity
based on and submitting to the Word of God. "Accordingly, it is
the great vlork and the divine mission of Protestantism, to place
each individual soul in immediate union with Christ and his \iVord;
to complete in each one the \vork of redemption, to build in each
one a temple of God, a spiritual church; and to unfold and sanctify
all the energies of the individual. But [and this is crucial] through
the sinfulness of human nature, the principle of subjectivity and
freedom may run out into selfish isolation, endless division, confusion and licentiousness." 15
Schaff concluded that America's Protestant denominations were
not the final structures of the Kingdom of God. That one, holy,
universal and apostolic Church would only come at the glorious
return of Christ. Nevertheless, denominations were providential for
that time in history and provided the greatest activities of the
church in the world.
Since the time of de Tocqueville and Schaff numerous COlnmentators, both foreign and domestic, have signaled the ethnicity of
American religious history.16 Such pronouncements alJ.d publications of denominational ethnicity provide the framework fOl" t\\TO
very important historical motifs that also identify American religious historiography: the americanization of religion (and Christianity in particular), and the civil religion of Anlerica.
As ethnicity as a working tool needed definition, so do the
phrases, the "americanization of religion" and "civil religion." Reductionism should be avoided here at all costs. To speak of any
such notion of lowest common denominator or minilnal if not raped
beliefs, not only does an injustice to the scholars who have introduced 3uch descriptions, but also provides students \vith an unstable approach to the interplay betvleen social, religious, and theological ethnicity. I take to Inean by the fornler terln, "the alllericanization of religion," that particular process by vvhich any defuling uniqueness of a specific religious group is either lost or fused
Philip Schaff, America. Pelkna Press of Harvard University Press, 19G 1, pp.
101-02.
] G Cf.
Denis Brogan, The American Character. Knopf, 1944; Edwin Gaustad, A
Religious History of America. Also, d. Sidney Mead, Robert Fenn, Conrad Cherry,
Hartzell Spence, and Robert Bellah.
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\vith a cultural nornl to the degrcc that ethnicity is reduced to nondescriptiveness. JTor cX~l]nple, Christianity becoJncs ~ullericanized
\\Then its fu1:filhncnt identifies v\7ith specified national aspirations to
thai: point \\There to be Christian is to be An1crican. Sydney Mead
long ago. pointed out hO\\T the EnlightC'l1n1ent provided An1ericans
\vith the proper 11lodel of religion \vith its ~)ppeal to the COnl111011ness of religion in relation to its culture.l 7
The principal 1110ti.fs of structure and thought of the an1edcanization of ChristiCll1ity that follo\vcd have been a distillation of the
pristine £o1'n1 of silllplistic Christi3nity frolll its 111u1tifa1'ious European bases. Christi~1nity \\7<.IS to "con1e of age" in An1erica in the
various periods \\Thon he destiny vvas to be fulfilled nation<lUy: (1)
in the N e\v England Err8ud into the Wilderness; 18 (2) in the resolution of the fortuitous Civil War; In (~) in the IVlanfiest Destiny of
the Gilded Age;~O (4) during and <:lfter the War to Save Den10Cracy;21 (5) aIel' the diversion into Parthi<:lnisn1 (rcn1elllber Bonhoeffer's charge against secularized Inethodisln in his letter of 8
June 1944) ;22 and no\v in a Pop/Peace of Niind/Soul/Encounter/
T-Group/Therapy-Sensitivity-Salvation.~s
I n each of these syn1bols
of the an1ericanizing of Christianity can be discerned the apparent
appeal to a generalized understanding of the n<Jture of Christianity
in Alnerica joined \\Tith an identification of Christianity \vith
AlTI.erica's national aspirations.
Ruben1 Alves has caught another Havor of the an1ericanizing of
Christian ethics and religion in his recent sharp rejoinder to Tho111aS
Sanders' criticislu of Liberation Theology.
My friend Gustavo Gutierrez-lVlcl'ino told HIe a fcvv 1110nt11s ago that
Anglo-Saxon theologians have always clai111ed univerS~llity for their
theologies. And this is true. I do not knovv of a single theological \\701'k
froln that part of the world that was hlunble enough to recognize its
lin1itations. But now, as they are pushed against the \\Tall by Latin
Anlerican thinkers, they are willing to 111<.1kc concessions: "VI ell, it
is true, Latin An1ericans also do theology. But Latin A?nerican theSidney Mead, The Lively Experiment. Harper and Row, 18G3.
111 Cf. Perry Miller, The New England Mind, th,c 17th Century. Harvard University
Press, 1839; From Colony to Province. Harvard University Press, 1853; and his
numerous other writings.
111 Winthrop Hudson, eel. Nationalism and Religion in America. "Civil War Interpreted." Harper &: How, 1870, esp. pp. 72-85.
:':0 Ibid., pp.
109-23.
~ll Cf. Halford Luccock, Earl Taylor, TllC Christian Crusade for World Democracy.
Melhodist Book Concern, 1818.
~::.: Dielrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison. IVfacmillan, 18G7, pp. 1G7 If.
:.::t Cf. Marlin Marty's books as good indices: The New Sllare of American Religion, Harper &- Row, 1858; Second Chance for American Protestants, Harper &
Row, 18G3; The Search for a Usable Future, Harper &: Ro'Vv, 18G8; The Fire We Can
Light, Doubleday, 1873.
17
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ology .
it does not have any bearing on our traditional, scholarly
and detached ways of thinking about the world." P.l..nd then Gustavo
added: "I will not allow then1 to get off the hook." 24

There is current debate about the acknowledgment of the debt to
the European past, as to its exclusiveness in defining the American
religious traditions. Some have set forth the criticism that the religious histories have made that connection too secure and that
i\sian and African backgrounds ought also to have' recognition.
But without hesitation all would agree that the major influences
have been European sources. Also, such backgrounds were always
applied against the "present new American experience," which
brought to the world its nascent religion, in 1620, 177G, 1864, 1890,
1918, and 1960.
The relation of any religious group to its culture has always
proved problematic to both cultural analysts and church historians. 25 When and to what degree are the two at one, at odds,
and at odds but with the qualification that each needs the other
for purposes of succor and withdrawal? Pi.merica has proved not
to be innocent of this dilemma. All of its religious groups have been
directly influenced and defined by the culture. At various times
and in various situations one group received greater aclmowledgment thall another. The extent that a group has become americanized depends upon the extent that a group has understood its
ethnicity. Sometimes the identification vvas almost total, as in the
case of the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints. At
other times, little americanizing has taken place, as in the case of
the Hasidic community in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, NevI York.
Most denominations in Alnerica fall between these extremes.
The fuller analysis of civil religion I leave to several far abler
commentators recently at v/ork in the vineyards describing the
unique civil religion of the United States. 26 Caution needs to be expressed again relative to any idea of reductionism. Civil religion
does not mean that any lowest common denolninator to \vhich all
religious Yolk give credence. Rather, it is an attelnpt to delineate
the character and symbolic actions of the body politic relative to
religious categories. As such, America's civil religion"... has its
own seriousness and integrity and requires the same care in under24

Rubem Alves, "Christian Realism: Ideology of the Establishment," Cbristianity

& Crisis, Vol. 33, No. 15, September 17, 1973, p. 176.

H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture. Harper & Row, 1951.
2(} Will
Herberg, Protestant Catholic Jew. Doubleday, 1955; Robert Bellah and
William McLoughlin, Religion in America. Houghton & Mifflin, 1968; Robert Bellah,
Beyond Belief. Harper & Row, 1970.
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standing that any other religion does." 27 To be sure, America's civil
religion shares much with Christianity and by no measurement
ought to be understood as "religion in general." It is not seen as
con~petitor nor substitute for Christianity. It is the attempt to place
religious· significance upon the actions, gatherings and celebrations
of the national life of the American people. Thus, specified rituals,
languages and actions are appropriate to it. Its leaders mayor may
not be identified with forms of institutional religion; Lincoln was
not. Perhaps I might conjecture that the active presence of civil
religion in the United States encourages ethnic delineations to the
degree that the denominations themselves in their particularities
define themselves precisely in ethnicity without anxiety of speaking for the whole, the body politic, which in civil religion has its
own spokesmen.
To return now to the original and major thesis: theological
ethnicity best defines theology in America" I have attempted to
indicate above my belief that ethnicity provides the most helpful
tool toward understanding the social and religious configurations
of America. The question must now be raised as to the possibility
of developing a similar critique of theology in America as did
H. Richard Niebuhr in his earlier study of the social sources of
denominationalism. 28 In particular, can we examine a specific denonunation and discover in its social and religious parameters a
theological ethnicity?
Space does not allow for the development of a major delineation
of Methodist posture in America throughout the growing 19th
century when both the country and denon~ination found themselves in mutual admiration. Besides, that fascinating romance has
been more than adequately told. 29 Nevertheless, it is crucial to note
several characteristics that any denomination must have possessed
and articulated to be adaptable to the peculiarities of the American culture and society. Oscar Handlin has suggested that "America
Mapped the Trail for Change" where unique among the nations it
believed in the new and the possible. 3D Professor Joseph Haroutunian has presented a delineation of American society 31 and the
subsequent stance necessary for a "successful" denomination in
Robert Bellah, "Civil Religion in America," The Religious Situation, 1968.
Donald Cutler, ed. Beacon Press, 1968, p. 331.
.
28 H.
Richard Niebuhr, The Social Sources of Denominationalism. Henry Holt,
1929.
20 Emory Stevens Bucke, ed. The History of American Methodism. 3 vols. Abingdon, 1964. (HAM)
80 The Milwaukee Journal, October 14, 1973.
81 Joseph Haroutunian, "Theology and American Experience,"
Criterion. Vol. 3,
No.2, Winter 1964, pp. 3-11.
27
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that society. (1) Ere suggests that the America experience differs
from that of Eurone
... in that Americans found themselves in the
midst of the land of opportunity which demanded that they be
practical and activist peoples. (2) Such activity would prove helpful in the celebration of the new dawning of hopes fulfilled, in contradistinction to the European sense of living under the Adamic
curse. (3) Lastly, Americans will live less by cognizance of fixed
law as their European ancestors, but more to create workable laws
by cooperation with others and through persuasion of others. In
the light of these descriptions of America, Haroutunian offers the
following as necessary for a viable American theology:
1. Nature is without po\\rer over man; the crux of man is located in
his cooperating with others; theology must be historically based.
2. Theology must be particularistic.
3. Theology must take note of the great parallel between biblical language and the American experience.
4. The "Great Being" is a myth of European philosophy \\rhile the
Living Lord is the Creator of a community of persons working
toward a better common goal in America.
5. As Inen work together, so they know God together.
6. So, God's revelation is the outworking of Inen together.
7. No one vision of truth is adequate but a communion of ideas bears
validity.32

It is against these criteria that one lTIay begin to understand and
appreciate American Methodist theology, and to accept J aroslav
Pelikan's claim that Methodism is the most American of all traditions in America. 33 Writers in the History of A?ne?1ican l\tJethodis?11)
and elsewhere,34 have successfully portrayed Methodism as the
most practical and activist of the American denominations. General
Conference proceedings, the existence of standing national boards,
the Methodist Federation of Social Service, individual church
leaders, and the innumerable involvements by local churches in
crises affairs all attest to the fact of Methodist activity. All can
shout with Robert Moats Miller, "Methodism is Christianity in
earnest." 35 Who has not heard the charge that activitism is all there
is to Methodism and that IVIethodism bears the brunt of the blaIne
for the atheological character of the United States? And, \vho cannot recall the spate of dissertations some twenty-five years ago by
::~

Ibid., pp. 8-11.
33 Jaroslav Pelikan, "Methodism's Contribution to America," HAl\'!, Ope
cit" pp.
596-614.
3~ Ibid., also Robert I\10ats Miller, How Shall They Hear Without a Preac1wr?
The Life of Ernest Fremont TtitIe. University of North Carolinia Press, 1971.
3 r; HAM, Ope cit., p. 329.
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the then younger Methodist theologians to prove the contrary, the
existence of just such a theological tradition that would put to lie
the charge that Methodists were wholly an activist atheological
people? Methodism adequately fulfills the American criterion of
practical" and activist.
The second criterion, the new Adam celebrating the death of the
malingering old one, certainly has been well documented by Robert
Chiles in his study of Theological T1"ansition in A me1"ican M ethodism) 1790-1935. 36 Chiles acknowledges the initial borrowings from
British theology by. American Methodists during the formative
years of American Methodist theology (1790-1840») then notes the
moralizing of those positions during the middle period (1840-1890),
and summarizes the drastic though perhaps necessary, or at least
understandable, shift in the years immediately preceding unification. His summary is helpful: the transition marks the impact of
new cultural forces and an extensive reconstruction of theology
according to "liberal" criteria, to wit, the episternological shift from
revelation to reason, the ontological shift from sinful man to moral
man, and the soteriological shift from free grace to free will. 37
Lastly, Haroutunian concludes fundan1entally that Americans reject a notion of fixed lavv and that social life was hence realized
by way of systems of laws and offices and stations. In American experience, therefore, human individuality is radically modified. The
shift is noticeable from dependence upon fixed institutions to
dependence upon cooperation. 'Methodism reflects throughout its
American experience its agreement with what Haroutunian suggests. Involvements in cooperative endeavors have marked this
denomination, from Church World Service to CROP, to comity
arrangeluents, to conciliar participation, to cooperative evangelism,
to ecumenical leadership.
Since it is impossible to survey the entirety of AJ.nerican Methodist history to test my hypothesis, I have centered the years 19191939. I have labelled the InterWar Period, 1919-1939, as "The
Golden Age of American Methodist Theology," following a silnilar
designation by Michael Novak of the period as golden for philosophy.38 It was a time when, as he says, thought was " ... ever to be
renewed at the springs of experience, designed to be at the service
of man's humanity." 39 It was also a time '~lhen Methodism, arrived
:t (l

Robert E. Chiles, Tbeological Transition in Am·erican Metbodism. Abingdon,

1965.

Ibid.
nB Michael Novak, ed. American Pllilosoplly and tIle Future. Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1968.
:Ill Ibid., p. 1.
:17
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at the zenith of its influence upon America. 4o What might one expect to find in the writings of American Methodist theologians of
that period about the nature and being of God? Does such a delineation as above, the etlmicity of IVlethodism as activist, practical,
hopeful, and cooperative people, establish predictable parameters
within which Methodist theologians speak of God?
Albert C. Knudson, Edwin Lewis, and Harris Franklin Ran provide the yardsticks by which to proceed with any interpretation of
Methodist theology during the InterWar Period. From their podia
at Boston, Drew and Garrett Theological Seminaries, their influences spread throughout the church and across the land. Through
their writings Methodist theology took shape in the pulpits of
America's largest churches and America's largest denomination. I
have written elsewhere of their general approaches to theology,41
and will restrict my commentary here to summarizing their views
on God and analyze them in relation to (a) the An1erican cultural
motifs already noted, and (2) to the particular moral categories
implied within the denominational ethnicity also noted above, Le.,
the categories of activism, hopefulness and cooperativeness.
First, what were these Methodist theologians' views of God?
Knudson appears to suggest that he grounds his theology in metaphysical speculation and not in American Methodist ethnicity. In
his books, he appeals to the necessity of the existence of a Supreme
Intelligence from the observation of the intelligent self and the
intelligible world. But, importantly, he does not develop this affirmation into a speculative doctrine of God. Rather, he immediately
shifts into the explication of the cha1 acter of God along the lines
of moral categories. God's being is not absolute but rather contingent upon the creation of man and his freedom, which thereby
circumscribes what God can and cannot do. "Neither does divine
omnipotence mean that God can do the nondoable; it means that
he can do all things that are possible. Nor is there a distinction
between God's ability and his willing; there is no transcendent
reserve of divine power. God cannot act contrary to his nature, but
receives direction from his nature, which is love. As such, the
nature limits his will, for without such direction, God would be
sheer emptiness or randoTn power." 42 (Italics added)
4

(0 One has only to assess the impact of the Methodist Federation of Social Service, the leaders of the Dry Decade, the Social Creed, to entertain the idea of
the prominence and presence of American Methodism in the life of the nation. Add
to these activities the sheer numbers of Methodists in the land and one can only
conclude that such a time was indeed a fruitful one.
H HAM, Ope cit., pp. 261-327; also cf. Essays in American Theology, The Life
and Thought of Harris Franklin RaIl. Philosophical Library, 1973.
U Albert C. Knudson, Tile Doctrine of God. Abingdon Press, 1930, p. 278.
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A second way to underscore I{nudson's approach to theology is
to note \vith care the structure of his magnUl11. opus, The Doctrine
of God. fIe devotes the first half of the book to methodological
rnatters before developing the doctrine of God. Of instructional
value is the manner of his then speaking of God. There is no attelnpt at recitation of the mighty acts of God, no recognition of
traditional fornlulations and no consideration of cardinal theological
assertions. Rather, the chapters are designated with the preposition
"of": Chapter VI, The Existence of God; Chapter VII, The Absoluteness of God; Chapter VIII, The Personality of God; Chapter
IX, The Goodn.ess of God; and then Chapter X, The Trillity. The
precondition of establishing his categories of as his approach to
God presupposes the norms of absoluteness, personality, goodness,
etc. The genesis of his theology \vas a cultural ethical personalism
to \vhich he then tailored the existence of God. I-lis primary ontological category is love from \vhich he never vvaivers throughout
his writings. God is not and cannot be imagined as power, as randarn power or emptiness, for Knudson, for if that would be his
nature, he could not be trusted to support \vhat love assumes and
declares, namely what Knudson elsewhere calls the absolute metaphysical worth of the individua1. 43
No\vhere does Knudson so clearly indicate this centrality of moral
categories in speaking of God as in his views on the Trinity. He
devotes some attention to the doctrine as enunciated by the church
fathers and then summarizes its 'history. At the end of the DoctTine
of God) he indicates the three then contemporary interpretations
that merit consideration: the Trinity as a symbol of the richness
of the idea of God; the Trinity as combined with modern personalism and hence reverting to the ancient Sabellianism; a..11.d the
Trinity as a conclusion of Christology; ". . . without committing
oneself to the traditional distinction of persons [the Trinity] is
to assert the Christliness of God." 44 In support of the latter, Knudson affirms that the reason for the doctrine in the first instance was
the desire to express a new ethical conception of God. "They
[earlier theologians] affirmed the deity of Christ in order to 111ake
certain the Christlikeness of God. If this conception of God is
granted, \ve have the heart of the Trinitarian doctrine and for
]J/ractical PU1"pOSeS need nothing more." ·15 (Italics added)
No less important as a measure of l'v1ethodist theology duting the
InterWar Period \vas Edwin Levlis of Dre\v Senlinary. The best
clue to this theology is his revealing statenlent in C. L. Dra\vCf. in particular Chiles' treatment of Knudson.
4 (Knudson,
op. cit., p. 426.
H Ibid., p. 427.
.(:1
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bridge's CO?1~rnon Objections to ChTistianity. In reviewing Christian
thought to ascertain the place of skepticism and doubt, he declared,
" ... the defence of Christianity must finally rest-in the possibility
of n1.oral certainty arrived at through inward experience." 46 I-Iaving
established these two Inain criteria for his methodology, moral certainty and inward experience, Lewis reiterates in large Ineasure
the basic thelnes as set forth by Professor Knudson. He does shift
his indebtedness from Boston Personalism to British Idealism,
especially that of A. Seth Pringle-Pattison. Notwithstanding, he
affirms the character of God in moral categories of value and absolute guarantor of certainty. His books in the 1920's center largely
upon the instance of Christ and human questing vvith only little
attention given to theology. As late as 1931 he writes of his theology
under the title God and Ou'tselves) and throughout the book alludes
to God insofar as he guarantees man's right to be certain.
If man is most truly hhnself according as he evaluates and according as he submits himself to the control of the value that he deems the
highest, aIld if all this he is but discovering the deeper meaning of the
world and of his own existence, then the fact of God is given in the
fact of value as nearly as any fact can be said to be given in another. 4 7

In stating "as late as" in the preceding sentence, I infer a change
that overtook (his words) Lewis as a direct result of his editing
the Abingdon Bible CommentaTy in the latter years of the 1920's.
Beginning with A Christian Manifesto in 1934, Lewis develops a
theology more attuned with what is called "Neo-orthodoxy" and
"Barthianism." Both in approach and in developlnent, Lewis resonates their themes of Trinity, Incarnation, Sovereignty, etc. He says
in this book, "The Creative God is both Sovereign and Holy. Conceivably without any violation of either his sovereignity or his holiness, he could have left man on the level of mortality and sinfulness. IV[an may not dictate to God: rather, he must be content to
accept the divine ways." 47 Levvis could hardly have made such a
statement earlier as indicated by the staten1.ent taken froln DraVlbridge.
Significantly, and interesting for this paper, the treatInent of and
rejection of Levvis by Methodist theologians can be marked from
this unethnic shift about God. Several fello~T theologians and denominationalleaders charged his new theology as not akin to IVlethodist understanding of God.
Cypricm L. Drawbridge, Common Objections to Christianity. Samuel R. Leland,
1931, p. xiii.
47 Edwin Lev/is, God and Ourselves. Abingdon Press, 1931, p. 212.
48 Edwin Lewis, A Christian Manifesto. Abingdon, 1934, p. 167.
4.0
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Of the three IV1ethodist theologians under review, IIarris Franklin
RaIl nlost consciously identifies with the Methodist theological
heritage and its religious workings as he was a local pastor for some
years as well as a seminary professor. Of the three he is most
entwined with the decisive issues that addressed the church during
this period, e.g., the Modernist-Fundalnentalist Controversy, the
Conference of Study, etc. Fundalnentally, Rall established his theology in relation to what he called IVlethodism's unique and distinctive notes: free grace, religion as conscious experience and an emphasis upon moral living. Using the ethical venture and personal
trust as governors of his entire theology, RaIl accepted the appellation of God as Father at the earliest term in his academic career,
as a returning graduate student lecturing at Yale in 1900. He exercised great care to sharpen the meaning of the term to exclude
what he called his fellow theologians' sloppy manner of litE.ralizing
it and urged its use only to the figurative. Secondly, he insisted
throughout his writing that all talk aboutG·od necessarily and
structurally must begin with Christology. Such is the case because
it is the "Christlikeness of God" that is paramount and not any
metaphysical speculation about the being of God. For Rall, the
Spirit is the only means by which one can with clarity ascertain
the character of God as being Christlike. And it is the character of
God that is at stake in his view. "No mere general reasonings can
yield its rich and vital content-no philosophy of nature, nor of
ethics, nor of mind . . . Here is no abstract conception, no mere
Platonic transcendental idea of the beautiful and the good. It is
a ne\v life that Jesus brings.... r-J 0 one word can express this life.
No one phrase can set forth the thought of God here contained.
The best word is that of Jesus, Father. But what that word is we
know in this experience." 49
Only once in all his writings did RaIl venture from the experiential and Christlike definitions in his speaking of God and that
was in his Nathaniel Taylor Lectures at Yale in 1931. There he entertained the idea of the grounds for the belief in God in which.
he indicated appreciation for the approach to theology of Professor
Henry Nelson Wieman. He vvarned, hovvever, that it did not allo\v
enough for the transcendent, and furthernl0re, other \vriters in
process theology also did not address the crucial question of the
character of God but only his being. RaIl insisted that talk about the
moral categories of man's existence as providing grounds for the
being of God also ultinlately raised the question of the ainl behind
and of these categories. It is to put goodness (a ternl of character,
4\\

Harris Franklin RaIl, Yale Manuscript, pp. II, 13.
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not being) and not povver as the supreme theologicial category.
The presence of religions in various cultures also suggests to RaIl
the being of God. However, he stated that these instances-the
universe as described by science, value structure as experienced by
man, and the historicities of religions in several cultures-even
though they supply evidence of a Supreme Power who must be
unitary in being and moral and personal in character, do not substitute for a Bekanntschaft of the knowledge of the Christlikeness
of God.
Professor Claude Welch accurately describes the thinking of RaIl
re: the Trinity. The doctrine is of secondary importance for him
and is only slightly mentioned by RaIl in his writing. (His book,
The Meaning of God, published by Abingdon in 1925, does not mention, let alone discuss, the Trinity. Only in The God of Our Faith,
published by Abingdon in 1955, is there any succinct treatment of
it by Rall. In his lecture notes of 1936 and 1939 he merely mentions
the doctrine.) The Trinity for Rail was a trinity of experiences of
manifestations; the doctrine stemlned from a threefold experience:
". . . faith in the one living god, plus the new revelation of God
in Christ, and the presence of God in the Holy Spirit. Thus faith
is threefold; yet plainly in one God. Beyond this, Rail does not
think it necessary to go; formal statments are not as important as
the experience and faith." 50
In summary, then, American l\1ethodist theologians of the InterWar Period, Albert C. Knudson, Edwin Levvis, and I-Iarris Franklin
RaIl, each writes his theology from the standpoints of (1) the
character of God as primary and fundamental to his nature; (2)
the knowledge of God is developed only as a function of Christology;
and (3) the Trinity as a doctrine is worthy of attention only within
the salvific framework. To put it another way, these theologians
reject all talk of God in terms of his being in favor of speaking of
him and his character as love. Since they began at this point of
personal salvation, it is not difficult to surmise that their description
of God's nature will be "Christlikeness" and the Trinity vlill recede
into the background as an unessential theological statement. Unessential, that is, to understanding God except in terms of ethical
orientation and through moral categories.
What has this summary to do with the original thesis: that theological ethnicity best describes American theology? The proposition
can be restated simply: how one describes God derives directly
from the group's understanding of itself. In America, fe\v atten1pts
to

Claude Welch, In This Name. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1962, pp. 59-60.
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have ever been made to erect a vast philosophical system of the
Being of God aside from that understanding. Perhaps Jonathan
Edvvards and his neo-Platonism and Fr. Bernard Lonergan, S.J.
and his neo-Tholnism are examples to the contrary; but, both are
revered" but little read in America.
One, then, could not and should not expect Knudson, Lewis and
Ran to speak of God in terms other than moral categories and
salvific experiences given the nature of the Methodist Church in
the InterWar Period. As Methodist theologians, they spoke out of a
context of the An1erica experience as delineated by Haroutunian
and exemplified above all by the people called Methodists. Practical,
activist people, hopeful in mapping out the trails for change, and
above all living in the moral cohesiveness of loving relationships,
could only produce theologians who vvould understand God not as
Sovereign (or random) Povver, but as the bearer of value; who
would portray that God not as Creator and Lord, but as sustainer
of moral personality; and vvho would speak of God not as the Holy
One of Israel, but only as being Christlike.
Several ramifications follow from this, the Inost notable being
the inability of Methodist theologians to respond warmly to the
nevv notes of theology coming from Europe in the early and mid1930's (Lewis being the sole exception). Albert Knudson caricatured these notes as "German Fundamentalism," thereby anticipating their ready rejection by Methodists who had just withstood
that particular challenge among their number in the person of
Harold Paul Sloan. More seriously, however, than being unable
to appropriate Barth's theology, was the inability of American
Methodist theologians to heed his call to listen to the strange new
world of the Bible. 51
Just as Martin Marty and Sydney Ahlstrom make their separate cases for denominational ethnicities, that there are unmeltable and indestructible denominational ethnicities, so the case
can be made for the connection between denolninational and theological ethnicities. In other words, if it is true that each denon1ination owns and displays its unique self-identity, vvithin those responses to the society will be found unmeltable ethnic theologies as
well. To think the unthinkable is to suppose a Methodist theology
of sacramental grace or a Baptist theology of ritual-ceLebration.
Of course, Methodists vvill continue to mention the sacraments and
Baptists 'will acknowledge forins of dedicatory \vorship. Such is
not to hint, however, that the forlnative principles and basic cate01

Cf. William J. :McCutcheon's essay, "Praxis: 'America Must Listen,'" Cllurcn
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gories \vill change in Methodist theology or Baptist theology. Ideas
about God will and must always follow from the ways in which a
group "Lmderstands itself in relation to the culture and society
within which it finds itself. To do other is to speak of the gods but
not the God of history.

